
A proposal of buildingnew muon small wheels :the NSW projetDraft 2.00 18.10.2011 | RPC + MDTAbstratabstrat1 Introdution [TK℄We propose to build a pair of new small wheel detetor (NSW) to replae the existing onesduring the seond long shutdown1 of the LHC during whih the LHC will be upgraded to ahieveits luminosity beyond the nominal design value and up to 2-3�1034 m�2s�1 in the followingrunning period. The goal of NSW is to bring a signi�ant enhanement of the muon performanein the endap region, in partiular of the level-1 muon trigger as well as the preision muontraking, that would not be ahieved by simple and thus lower ost modi�ations alone suh asimprovement of radiation shielding, addition of new detetor layers or upgrade of eletronis.The muon small wheel is a part of the ATLAS muon spetrometer loated in the endapregion in front of the endap toroidal magnet. This is the innermost station of the three muonstations of the endap. There are two idential sets of detetors in both sides of ATLAS. Thesmall wheel onsists of 4+4 layers of monitored drift tubes (MDT) for preision traking inthe bending diretion (R diretion) and two layers of thin gap hambers (TGC) for azimuthaloordinates. These detetors over the � range of 1:3 < j�j < 2:0. The inner part of the smallwheel is overed by four layers of athode readout hambers (CSC) beause of its high rateapability. Eah CSC layers determines both bending and azimuthal oordinates. The overageof the CSC hambers is 2:0 < j�j < 2:7.Just to hek if referene works [1℄. One more to see the order is OK [2℄.2 Upgrade motivations [TK℄Disussion of muon spetrometer performane at high luminosity - preision traking and L1trigger, and onlude that new detetor and eletronis are needed.Point out serious (?) performane degradation in the small wheel region in both MDT andCSC, referring to the radiation bakground disussoin in Appendix. Performane of the present1Currently it is foreseen in 2018. 1



detetor should be evaluated for high lumi onditin, either using high lumi Monte Carlo oroverlay of real events. CSC is 4 layers.In the L1 disussion, emphasise the importane of maintaining low pT threshold. Thereare two issues. the high rate of fake triggers in the endap region based mainly on the studyusing data. Then introdue basi idea of how this an be mitigated by integrating the smallwheel in the L1 trigger. As the seond point of trigger, disuss the pT resolution and possibleimprovement using the new small wheel. Physis requirement asks low pT threshold (20-40GeV), L1 rate should be maintained at 100 kHz. Need sharpening pT threshold. Here introdue1 mrad requirement.Finally onlude that NSW should be built and replae the present ones as a phase-1 upgradeitem in preparation to running with luminosity beyond the nominal luminosity.3 Requirements for the new small wheel [LP℄A short setion with short subsetions, summarising lists of requirements in numbers.3.1 TrakingSegment reonstrution with required performane. Resolution, eÆieny, fake, ....3.2 L1 triggerReal-time segment reonstrution with required performane. Resolution, eÆieny, fakes, ...Delay of signal availability.3.3 Detetor ageingIntegrated dose, Detetor (and eletronis) has to survive, or foresee replaement.4 General Detetor ..... [JD℄There are n proposed detetor onepts whih are disussed in next setions. Here, the following3 points an be disussed ommonly.
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4.1 Mehanial struture8+8 large-small layout, total spae in z and R. Support struture, aessibility, ..4.2 Radiation shieldingThe same as now, or possible improvement of radiation shielding, ..4.3 AlignmentRequirements, target �gures, important omments whih an be made independent of the detailof detetor layout.4.4 Readout eletronisIssues ommon to all onept. Around ROD.4.5 DCS, servies,
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6 Detetor onept 2 : Integrated MDT-RPC System6.1 IntrodutionThe dominant motivation behind the present proposal is to onsiderably inrease the perfor-mane and rate apability of the triggering and preision traking system in the Small Wheelin order to math the higher bakground levels in the Phase I and II upgrade senarios of theLHC.For this purpose, we propose a ombination of preision and trigger hambers in a sandwhih-like arrangement, a MDT hamber with muh improved rate apability enlosed by triggerhambers with onsiderably higher spatial resolution and rate apability.The MDT hamber in this onept is made from tubes of half the diameter of the presentlyused tubes, otherwise operating under the same onditions with respet to gas gain, gas ompo-sition and pressure. The redution of the tube diameter from 30 to 15mm leads to an inreaseof the rate apability of the tubes by a fator of seven, suÆient to ope with the level ofbakground hits expeted at the SLHC.

Figure 1: Cross setion through the proposed arrangement of trigger RPCs and preision MDTs.The MDT, made out of two multilayers (with 4 or 6 tube layers) is sandwihed between twopakages of 3-layer RPCs. The distane of 300mm between the RPC pakages is instrumentalfor the angular resolution of the triggering muon trak.The RPC trigger hamber will provide onsiderably improved spatial resolution in the bend-ing plane and at the same time preserve the basi rugged struture and the operating parametersof the proven RPC system, as presently installed in the muon barrel. Due to the redution ofthe gap size, ageing will be redued, while the time resolution will be as good as 2 ns, stronglyreduing aidentals from unorrelated bakground hits.The inrease of spatial resolution in the RPC trigger hambers is ahieved by a muh �nergranularity of the pikup strips of about 2{3mm, whih is an order of magnitude better than in4



the existing hambers, ombined with a fast onvolution tehni, using the indued pulseheightsin adjaent strips to dedue the entroid of the avalanhe. A spatial resolution of <100�m anbe ahieved this way. Tests with partile beams have demonstrated that this level of aurayan be reahed under real experimental onditions, while simulation on�rms that the proedureis fast enough to deliver the required information inside the present lateny limits and an thusbe applied in the phase I of the LHC upgrade.To distinguish the new trigger hambers, proposed for the New Small Wheel (NSW) fromthe existing ones in the Big Wheel, we refer to them as to "mRPCs" throughout this artile.In the proposed detetor layout, one pakage of three mRPC hambers is plaed in frontand one behind the MDT hambers (Fig. 1). A mRPC pakage will ontain three gas gaps,three pikup strips running perpendiular to the radius r for the � -measurement, the otherthree radially for the �-measurement. Centroids are entered around loal pulseheight maximaon the strips.One important limitation of the present L1-trigger in the end-ap is due to the fat thata majority of traks, rossing the Small Wheel, do not originate from the primary vertex andshould therefore not be onsidered andidates for a high-pT muon by the triggering system.The present trigger, however, an not determine the slope of the andidate trak in the r-zplane and for this reason is unable to disard traks not oming from the primary vertex. Witha distane of about 300 mm between the mRPC pakages in front and behind the MDT, anangular resolution of � 0:4mrad (inluding multiple sattering) an be ahieved, whih allowsto disard traks not pointing to the primary vertex from the L1 trigger deision. In additionto the preise measurement of the slope in the �-diretion, the slope of in the � diretion willalso be determined, though with less auray, to further redue the number of false triggers.A detailed presentation of the method is given in setion 6.2.1.The limitations of the MDT preision hambers at high luminosity are mainly aused byisolated hits in the tubes ("fake hits"), oming from neutron and gamma onversions in nearbysupport strutures, tube walls, hamber gas and tungsten wires. The presently used 30mmdiameter tubes ("Large tubes") start to lose eÆieny if hit rates go beyond about 300 kHzper tube and, therefore, a new MDT hamber type with half the tube diameter is proposed,leading to seven times higher rate apability.Both new hamber systems, the mRPCs as well as the MDTs, an be operated with thesame hamber gas as in the present system. Power requirements for the eletronis of bothsystems will be higher due to higher hannel ount. Whether this requires ative ooling, as isthe ase for the eletronis of the CSC hambers in the region � > 2 is under study. Aim is tohave servies arranged in suh a way as to be able to use the existing servie infrastruture likee.g. the exible hains ("able Shlepps").6.1.1 Upgrade of the RPC SystemThe basis of the proposed onept is to have as many as possible aurate measurements in thetrigger layers, to allow disarding a high perentage of measurements where Æ-rays, additional0s or neutrons are present and still obtain a position measurement from eah of the two5



pakages with a preision of < 100�m. To obtain suh a preision using the 3mm pith strips((??) in eah gas-gap, while keeping simple eletronis, a method using Time-Over-Thresholdas an estimate of harge has been developed. The ahieved performane using this method forlarge size mRPCs is disussed in detail in setion 6.2.Ahieving this high auray for the bending oordinate in eah gas volume provides avaluable omplement to the MDT position measurements, similar in preision, reduing therequired number of tube layers in the MDT neessary for an unambiguous trak identi�ationat high bakground rates. In partiular, in the high bakground rate region of the SmallWheel, having a total of 18 potential measurement points, of whih up to 30% may have tobe disarded, ensures that an aurate partile vetor will be provided in front of the End-CapToroidal �eld, even if some of the layers beome non-operational during the exploitation ofATLAS at SLHC. The overall signal proessing to produe the trigger is shematially shownin �gure ?? of appendix (??).6.1.2 Upgrade of the MDT SystemAs mentioned in the introdution, the large majority of hits in the Monitored Drift Tube (MDT)hambers are aused by Compton sattering of 0s whih, in turn, ome from neutron apturein the material of the hambers and adjaent support material. The resulting hit densitiesstrongly inrease towards the inside of the Small Wheel, while, on the other hand, the lengthof the tubes in the trapezoidal geometry of the SW dereases proportional to the distane fromthe beam line (r). Hit densities, however, are inreasing onsiderably faster than with 1/r, andtherefore the highest tube hit rates are at the innermost radii of the hambers.

Figure 2: The traking quality in 30mm and 15mm drift tubes in a region of high n/ bak-ground. The oupanies from bakground hits (red dots) are 50% in the 30mm tubes but only7% in the 15mm tubes due to shorter drift time and smaller area.Redution of the drift-tube diameter from 30mm to 15mm, while keeping the other pa-rameters unhanged (gas omposition and gain, sense wire diameter and tube wall thikness)leads to a signi�ant improvement of the rate apability of the drift-tube hambers, more thansuÆient for their operation in the NSW up to the highest bakground rates expeted at 5times the LHC design luminosity as is illustrated in Fig. 2.6



Chamb. Tube Loation Tube Expeted Count rate Oup- Tube eÆ- Segmenttype layers in r length hit rate per tube any ieny eÆienym m Hz/m2 kHz % % %EIL0 2�6 93 56 14000 1176 23,5 79,0 99.8EIL1 2�4 208 125 5150 965 19,3 82,4 99.9EIL2 2�4 318 179 1978 530 10,6 90,0 99.9Table 1: Expeted hit rates and eÆienies for 15mm tubes in a large setor of the NSW. In ol. 3the radial loation of the innermost tube of eah hamber and in ols. 4 to 8 the tube lengths, theexpeted hit rates, the ounting rates per tube, the oupanies and the 3� single-tube and the traksegment reonstrution eÆienies of a hamber are given for the tubes with highest ounting rate ata luminosity of 5 � nominal (times a fator of 2, see text).Table 1 presents tube hit rates, oupanies and eÆienies for the innermost tubes of thethree hambers in a Large Setor of the NSW. Chamber EIL0 overs the area now taken bythe CSC. The numbers in ol. 4 are based on hit rate measurements at a luminosity of 9 � 1032m�2s�1, saled up linearly to 5 � 1034 m�2s�1. Rates in the CSC region (1 m<r<2 m) areextrapolated from larger radii, using an exponential law [22℄. In addition, these rates have beenmultiplied by a fator of 2 in order to inrease rates to the 14 kHz/m2 spei�ation of thisTehnial Proposal. This fator of 2 ould also be onsidered an additional safety fator inase the real rates will inrease faster than predited by the extrapolation. The eÆienies arealulated from exp(-� �f) � 1-� �f, where � is the dead time after a hit (we use the maximumdrift time of 200 ns) and f the hit rate per tube.Being able to use the MDT traking onept at very high bakground rates allows to preservethe main advantages of the drift tube onept:(a) High pattern reognition and traking eÆieny up to high bakround rates.(b) High position and angular resolution, independent of the angle of inidene onto thehamber plane. This property of drift tube hambers with their irular drift geometryis a deisive advantage over drift hambers with retangular drift geometry.() Operational independene of the drift tubes, where a malfuntion of any individual tubean only generate a negligible ineÆieny.(d) Modularity and mehanial robustness of hamber onstrution.(e) Diret onnetion of the high intrinsi mehanial preision of the hambers to the globaloptial alignment system.(f) Extensive experiene in the onstrution, quality assurane and operation of the MDThambers in ATLAS; easy integration into the DAQ, trigger and muon reonstrutionhains.For the standard MDT gas mixture of Ar:CO2 (93:7) at 3 bar absolute pressure, the gasgain of 2 � 104 is ahieved at an operating voltage of 2730 V for 15mm diameter drift tubes(Table ??). Under these operating onditions, the maximum drift time is redued by a fator of7



3.5 from about 700 ns to 200 ns [14℄. In addition, the bakground ux, hitting a tube of givenlength is redued by a fator of two. Altogether, the drift-tube oupany is thus redued bya fator of 7. At a bakground rate of 14 kHz/m2, the expeted maximum at the innermostradius at SLHC, the highest oupany is 23%, orresponding to a ounting rate of 1176 kHz(f. Table 1). The 2�6 drift-tube layers at radii R < 2 m and the 2�4 layers at larger radiiprovide very robust traking with trak segment reonstrution eÆienies above 99% up to thehighest bakground rates [17℄. In this on�guration, the point and angular resolution of thedrift tube hambers will be uniformly 45 �m and 0.5 mrad, respetively, ompared to 40 �mand 0.45 mrad without bakground irradiation.The mehanial struture and the alignment system will be as similar as possible to theones in the present Small Wheel arhiteture. Like in the ase of the trigger hambers, newreadout eletronis with higher rate apabilities will have be installed, see setion 6.5.6.2 Detetor tehnology and layout6.2.1 Detetor tehnology of the mRPC hambers6.2.2 Detetor tehnology and layout of the sMDT hambers

Figure 3: Struture of the NSW (left) and 3D layout of the sMDT-mRPC hamber system(right) with the global alignment rays indiated as red tubes.The layout of the sMDT hambers for the NSWs follows exatly the present layout of theMDT hambers in the Small Wheels with fully projetive small and large hamber towers inombination with the EM and EO layers. (see Figs. 3 and 4). The hamber parameters aresummarized in Table 2. There are only three radial hamber segments in eah setor. ThemRPC hambers are preisely positioned and kinematially mounted on the outer tube layers8



of the sMDT hambers on both sides. The integrated sMDT-mRPC hamber pakages areonneted by light rays to the global optial alignment system and with the neighbouringhambers via sensors mounted preisely on the outer tube layers of the inner multilayers ofthe sMDT hambers while the in-plane alignment system is integrated into the sMDT spaerstruture whih also arries the ommon hamber supports. The well understood alignmentsystem implementation guarantees preise absolute hamber alignment from the beginningwhih is essential for the performane of the muon spetrometer.

Figure 4: Layout of the integrated sMDT and mRPC hambers in the small (left) and large(right) setors of the NSW.The design of the muon drift-tube hambers with 15 mm diameter tubes for the new SmallWheels follows as losely as possible the urrent ATLAS MDT hamber design in the endapregion of the muon spetrometer (Fig. 5). The hambers onsist of two multilayers of four orsix layers of drift tubes eah in densest pakage. The aluminum tubes of 15 mm outer diameterand 0.4 mm wall thikness are produed aording to industry standard and are hromatizedfor leaning and reliable eletri ontat. The tubes are separated by 0.1 mm wide glue gapsduring hamber assembly. The two multilayers are separated by a spaer frame arrying thesupports of the integrated drift-tube and trigger hambers on the Small Wheel struture andthe in-plane optial alignment system monitoring the planarity of the hambers. The aluminumspaer frame is of similar design as for the present Small Wheel MDT hambers. The mainhanges in the hamber design are due to the four times denser pakaging of the drift tubesand their gas and eletrial onnetions.Central to the hamber design is the design of the drift tubes and of their endplugs (seeFig. 6). The aluminum tubes have 15 mm outer diameter and 0.4 mm wall thikness and areprodued aording to industry standards (DIN). The endplugs insulate the sense wire fromthe tube wall, enter the wire in the tubes, position it with respet to the external referenesurfae on the endplug with an auray of only a few miron and provide high-voltage-safeonnetions to the gas distribution manifold (see Figs. ??) and to the 24-hannel readout and9



sMDT hambers EIL0 EIL1 EIL2 EIS0 EIS1 EIS2Number of hambers 2 x 8 2 x 8 2 x 8 2 x 8 2 x 8 2 x 8Radial extension (mm) 1095 1095 1457 1215 1276 1095Minimum hamber width (mm) 740 1428 1968 678 1056 1434Maximum hamber width (mm) 1380 1878 2418 1002 1380 1704Minimum tube length (mm) 560 1248 1788 498 876 1254Maximum tube length (mm) 1200 1698 2238 822 1200 1524Spaer height (mm) 68 120 120 68 120 120Thikness in z, tubes (mm) 228 228 228 228 228 228Thikness in z, hamber (mm) 300 300 300 300 300 300Weight/hamber (kg) 150 130 180 140 120 130Number of tube layers 2 x 6 2 x 4 2 x 4 2 x 6 2 x 4 2 x 4Number of tubes/layer 72 72 96 80 84 72Number of tubes/hamber 864 576 768 960 672 576Total number of tubes 13824 9216 12288 15360 10752 9216Gas volume/hamber (l) 122 162 219 102 110 127Table 2: Parameters of the sMDT hambers in the NSWs. The total number of drift tubes is 70656and the total gas volume in eah NSW 6750 l.high-voltage interfae boards ("hedgehog ards", Figs. ??).The modular gas distribution system onsists of injetion moulded plasti tubes made ofPoan r without glass �ber whih interonnet adjaent tubes in the diretion perpediular tothe multilayer and onnet them to an aluminum gas distribution bar on the readout and thehigh-voltage end of the multilayer.

Figure 5: Small drift-tube hamber design for the new Small Wheels: 3D view (left) and rosssetions in the hamber middle planes parallel and perpendiular to the tube layers (right).The mounting of the trigger hambers and of the external alignment sensor is also shown.The readout and high-voltage supply sheme follows losely the one of the present MDThambers using the same parameters and spei�ations. The high-voltage deoupling apaitorson the readout side and the terminating resistors on the high-voltage supply end are individu-ally enapsulated in plasti ontainers for high-voltage protetion. The plasti ontainers are10



Figure 6: Exploded view of a drift tube with gas, signal and ground onnetions.integrated with the hedgehog ards plugged onto the gold-plated pins of the signal aps andground onnetors. The ground pins are srewed into the gaps formed by three adjaent tubesIn order to during hamber assembly to onnet the tube walls to the ground of the hedgehogards. This sheme allows for the high-voltage-free design of the readout hedgehog ards. Eahreadout hedgehog ard arries a mezzanine ard with the new radiation hard ative readouteletronis (see below). The mezzanine ards follow the shape of the hedgehog ards and areurrently under development. The eletronis boards are enlosed in aluminum Faraday ageswhih also shield the readout hedgehog ards against the mezzanine ards. The modularity ofthe sMDT hambers in the NSW is given in Table 3.
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6.3 PerformaneSummary of hamber performane, details in appendix of tehnology.Spatial and angular resolution as funtions of rate and angle of inideneTime resolutionEÆieny (single measurement and segment)Double trak resolutionRejetion of fake and bakground traks6.3.1 Performane of the RPC trigger hambersThe most important issue for a detetor that needs to operate at high rate during a periodof more than 10 years, is its aging harateristis. For this reason, a small RPCs (xx �yy m2) detetors were onstruted and exposed to  irradiation for various periods of time.No deterioration was observed in any of these prototypes.6.3.2 Performane of the sMDT traking hambersIn order to verify the performane of the 15mm diameter ("small") drift tube hambers, ex-tensive tests of the full-sale prototype hamber with 15mm diameter drift tubes have beenperformed in the H8 high-energy muon beam in 2010 and 2011 together with RPC hambers(see Fig. ??, left) and, using osmi ray muon traks, in the CERN Gamma Irradiation Faility(GIF) with a 500GBq 137Cs soure (Fig. ??, right). The standard ATLAS MDT readout ele-tronis has been used with the adjustable deadtime set to the minimum value orresponding toan overall e�etive deadtime of 200 ns. The spatial resolution and eÆieny of the individualdrift tubes and of the whole hamber have been measured for di�erent  irradiation rates wherethe individual drift tubes have been illuminated uniformly over the whole length.As a measure for evaluating the traking eÆieny, we de�ne the "3�-eÆieny" as theprobability of deteting a tube hit within a distane of 3 times the drift tube resolution � fromthe muon trak, the muon trak being de�ned by the other tubes on the trak, extrapolatedto the ative volume of the tube. Similarly, the drift tube resolution as a funtion of thedrift radius is determined by an iterative method exluding the evaluated tube from the trakreonstrution in the hamber [21℄.Fig. 7 shows the average 3-� eÆieny of 15mm diameter drift tubes and the trak segmentreonstrution eÆieny of the prototype hamber as a funtion of the  bakground ux inomparison with the results for the 30mm diameter tubes from previous tests of a BOS MDThamber in GIF [12℄, [13℄. At low bakground rate, the 3� tube eÆienies of 30 and 15mmdiameter tubes are 94% and 96%, respetively. The eÆieny loss is due to Æ-rays reatedby interation of the muons with the tube walls whih produe hits earlier than the muons.The degradation of the eÆieny with inreasing rate follows the predited behaviour. The12



Figure 7: The 3� eÆieny of individual drift tubes as a funtion of the bakground hit rateas measured at the GIF. Results for 15 mm and 30 mm diameter tubes are ompared. Theorresponding trak segment reonstrution eÆienies in 2 x 4 layer MDT hambers and 2 x 6layer sMDT hambers are indiated as dashed urves and have been alulated from the tubeeÆienies requiring at least two hits in eah multilayer.
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Figure 8: Spatial resolution of large and small tubes in the H8 test beam together with simu-lation results.redundany of trak measurements in the di�erent drift tube layers is suÆient to ahievealmost 100% trak segment reonstrution eÆieny up to the highest bakground rates.In Fig. 8 the spatial resolutions of 15mm and 30mm diameter drift tubes measured withoutbakground irradiation in the high-energy muon beams H8 and X5, respetively, at CERN asa funtion of the drift radius r. The latter is determined using an external referene, theother drift tube layers of the prototype hamber in the H8 beam vs. a silion strip detetorbeam telesope in the X5 beam. The radial dependene of the 15mm diameter tube resolutionagrees with the 30mm diameter tube resolution measurement for r < 7:5mm as expeted. Theaverage resolutions inluding time-slewing orretions of 15 and 30mm diameter tubes at lowbakground rates are 110� 10�m and 80� 5�m, respetively.
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6.4 mRPC Level-1 trigger and readout eletronisThe strip signals in the mRPC of the NSW are used to extrapolate traks to the Big Wheelwhere they are orroborated by the Setor Logi with the existing 2-out-of-3 and 3-out-of-4oinidenes in the Big Wheel hambers. The �ne granularity of the extrapolation results inhigh eÆieny for trigger rejetion. The eletronis added to aomplish this must not ausethe lateny to the Setor Logi to exeed the existing 1.05�s. A detailed breakdown of themRPC trigger lateny is given in the appendix (??).6.5 Readout Eletronis of the sMDT ChambersThe readout of the Small MDT tubes will follow the proven arhiteture of the present MDTsystem. A number of additions and modi�ations, however, will be neessary in order to adaptthe rate apability of the readout hain to the requirements of the SLHC. For the mehanialintegration of the readout eletronis with the Small tube hambers, the layout of the eletroniswill have to be adapted to the four times higher tube density at the ends of the hambers.Finally, the radiation tolerane of all omponents will have to omply with the high radiationlevels, in partiular at the inner boundary of the Small Wheel.6.5.1 Arhiteture of the present MDT hamber readoutIn the present readout sheme tube signals are routed via a PCB ("hedgehog ard") to a piggy-bak ard ("mezzanine ard"), ontaining an Ampli�er and Shaper, followed by a Disriminatorwith adjustable threshold, all three funtions being integrated in a radiation tolerant ASIC(ASD). The disriminator outputs, in turn, are routed to a TDC, where eah leading andtrailing edge signal reeives a high-preision time stamp, whih is retained, together with theorresponding hannel number, in a large internal bu�er of the TDC ("Level-1 bu�er").When the TDC reeives a Level-1 trigger, a subset of the reorded hits, orresponding to apre-de�ned time window, are retained for readout and are forwarded to the data onentratorof this hamber, the "Chamber Servie Module" (CSM). From there, data are sent to theo�-hamber eletronis in USA15, the "Readout Driver" (ROD). A CSM an serve up to 18mezzanine ards. The operation parameters of the analog frontend (ASD) and the TDC areontrolled by a JTAG string, whih is distributed by the Detetor Control System (DCS) tothe CSM, whih sends it individually to eah mezzanine ard. Fig. 9 gives the layout of thepresent system. A detailed presentation of the MDT readout eletronis is given in [5℄. TheASD and TDC ASICs are desribed in [7℄ and [8℄.6.5.2 Arhiteture of the sMDT hamber readoutFor the evolution of this arhiteture into mathing the requirements of the Small tube readout,a number of problems limiting the performane of the present sheme has to be overome. Giventhe high rate apability of the Small MDT tubes, the bandwidth of the readout system has14



Figure 9: Shemati diagram of the present (left) and of the future MDT readout hain (right).Using the GBT in the new readout sheme improves the readout bandwidth and simpli�eslogistis, as TTC, Data readout and DCS are transferred over the same bi-diretional link. Theomission of CANbus abling due to GBT will redue the risk of ground loops between hambersand improve system reliability.to be inreased. Due to the limitations of the internal bu�ering sheme and proessing speed,the present TDC an only handle average tube rates up to about 300 kHz per tube withoutlosing data, while tubes in the NSW would run up to 1200 kHz (Table 1). An improved TDCis therefore an essential requirement for a new readout design.Another limitation of the readout bandwidth omes from the optial link, onneting theCSM to the ROD, whih only provides a usable bandwidth of 1,4 Gbit/s. Fig. 10 showsoupany and eÆieny of Large and Small tubes as a funtion of tube hit rate.

Figure 10: Green: Oupany as a funtion of tube hit rate, assuming a dead time of 200 ns(equal to the maximum drift time) after eah hit. Red: Resulting eÆieny with 200 ns deadtime. Blue: Saturation of the mezzanine-to-CSM link at 100 kHz L1 trigger rate. The load of15% at zero hit rate is due to overheads in the transfer protool.The tehnologies used for the existing ASICs in the MDT readout are no more availablefrom industry, and the following new omponents have therefore to be introdued into the new15



readout system.(a) The ASD is re-designed in the IBM 130 nm tehnology. A 4-hannel prototype, demon-strating the analog parameters, has already been produed and works orretly. Mostanalog parameters of the previous design are preserved. A full 4-hannel prototype hipinluding the digital part (see Fig. 11) has been delivered in September 2011 and is undertest. The �nal step in the ASD hip design is the extension to 8 hannels.(b) The TDC will be replaed by the HPTDC, designed by the CERN-MIC group ( [6℄). This32-hannel devie has an improved internal bu�ering sheme as well as higher transferand proessing speeds. If only 24 out of the available 32 hannels are used, the unusedhannels an be disabled to save power.() The CSM ollets data from a MDT hamber, formats the event and sends data, trigger-by-trigger, via an optial link to the ROD in USA15. All logial operations are performedby an FPGA, whih will need to be upgraded to higher radiation tolerane. While thepresent CSM serves up to 18 mezzanine ards, the new CSM will have to serve up to 24ards.(d) The link onneting the CSM to the ROD will be replaed by a GigaBit Transmitter link(GBT), developed by CERN. This link provides a 3 times higher transfer rate (Gbit/s),ompared to the presently used S-link [9℄.(d) The readout of voltages and temperatures on the mezzanine ards will be done via theDCS hannel of the GBT. To ollet ADC readings from temperature sensors on thehamber and from B-�eld probes, a new version of the ELMB will be used. Aim wouldbe to interfae this new devie ("ELMB++") diretly to the CSM, so these data ouldbe read out through the DCS hannel of the GBT. This way, the presently used CANbusabling ould be omitted, simplifying installation and reduing the risk of ground loops.

Figure 11: The new 4-hannel ASD hip with full analog and digital funtionality on the testboard.Another stringent requirement for the realization of the new readout sheme is the me-hanial integration of the on-hamber readout eletronis with the hamber mehanis, as the16



Chamb. Tubes� Tubes/ Tubes Mezz.ards/ Mezz.ards CSMs/ CSMstype layers�MLs hamber total hamber total hamber totalEIL0 72� 6� 2 864 13824 36 576 2 32EIL1 72� 4� 2 576 9216 24 384 1 16EIL2 96� 4� 2 768 12288 32 512 2 32EIS0 80� 6� 2 960 15360 40 640 2 32EIS1 84� 4� 2 672 10752 28 448 2 32EIS2 72� 4� 2 576 9216 24 384 1 16Total side A + C: 70656 2944 160Table 3: Eletronis hannels (drift tubes) and readout boards in the NSW. Eah mezzanineard serves 24 drift tubes, mathing the modularity of the hambers with 6 and 4 tube layersper multilayer. Eah CSM serves up to 24 mezzanine ards. Chambers with more than 24mezzanine ards are served by two CSMs.density of hannels at the tube ends is four times higher than in the ase of the 30mm tubes.The following design hanges will therefore be implemented.(a) HV deoupling apaitors are loated in 15mm diameter ylinders at the tube ends, seeFig. ??. The density of signal routing on hedgehog ards is thus no longer limited byinsulation distanes between HV and ground or signal traes on the PCB.(b) To math the higher tube density, the spae on the mezzanine ard has to be used moreeÆiently. For this purpose, the passive protetion iruitry of the ASD inputs will bemoved to the hedgehog ard.() For the interonnetion between mezzanine ards and new CSM, we foresee to use thesame 40-wire ables as was used in the present system. Its moderate diameter and highexibility may be important for �tting the new MDTs into the limited spae in the SmallWheel.The modularity of the readout system of the Small tube sMDTs for the NSW is given intab. 3.Power onsumption of the eletronisWhile the power onsumption of the on-hamber frontend eletronis of the present sys-tem is about 30{40 W/hamber ([5℄, table 3), the onsumption will now be about 2.5 times ashigh, due to tube density and inreased onsumption of TDC, optial link and other omponent.A detailed breakdown of the expeted power onsumption of the MDT hambers in the NSWis presented in Table 4. The total power onsumption of 8.4 kW is less than the onsumptionof the presently installed CSC (11.5 kW, see [2℄, Table 46). Yet, the removal of the heat mayrequire ushing with dry air, as signi�ant temperature gradients may inuene the spatialresolution of the MDT and natural air onvetion is obstruted by the tight spae onstraintsin the high-� region of the Small Wheel. 17



Chamber mezz.s/ urrent/ urrent/ urrent/ power/ power/type hamber mezzan. CSM hamber hamber hamberat 3.3 V at 4.5 VA A A W WEIL0 36 18 3 21 69.3 94,5EIL1 24 12 1.5 14 44.6 60.8EIL2 32 16 3 19 62.7 85,5EIS0 40 20 3 23 75.9 103.5EIS1 28 14 3 17 56.1 76.5EIS2 24 12 1.5 14 44.6 60.8Power per Large + Small setor [W℄ 353 482Power per side [W℄ 2825 3852Table 4: Power requirements for the readout eletronis of the NSW. Eah mezzanine ardonsumes about 0.5 A, eah CSM about 1.5 A at 3.3 V. The voltage delivered to the CSM isassumed to be 4.5 V, the voltage di�erene being onsumed in loal voltage regulators.6.6 L1 trigger and eletronis1. How the L1 signal are produed, starting from the detetor signal till the formation of SLinput.2. Lateny (alulation, measurement with demonstrator)3. Compatibility with Phase II upgrade6.7 Readout eletronis and integration in DAQ1. Detailed desription of eletronis hain2. Integration to DAQ3. Readout related parameters, e.g. bandwidth requirements, number and granularity of read-out links4. Compatibility with Phase II upgrade6.8 Servies, infrastruture and DCS1. Desription of servie sheme (inluding power system, read-out, trigger, alignment),ooling needs and other speial requirements2. Table with number of servies (number of ables, outer diameter, ross setion of leads)3. Table with power onsumption (per hannel, hamber, total)4. Required rak spae 18



Cable Number of ables Outer able Cross setion(granularity) diam. (mm) of leads (mm2))HVLVMonitoring and ontrolFront-end linksCalibrationAlignmentMisellaneousTable 5: Example table number of servies per hamberChamber Number of hannels Power onsumption per hannel Total power onsumptionTable 6: Example table: Number and types of hambers per setor(a) UX15 (inlude maximum allowed distane to detetor if any)(b) US15 (power system)() USA15 (DAQ)5. Gas system and distributionDetails on number of gas manifolds per setor (inlude drawings) and onnetions tohambers (serial, parallel?)). Size of pipesRequired nominal, minimum, and maximum owRequired preision of gas mixtureSafety measures in ase of inammable gasRequired rak spae for gas system in SGX1, USA15, UX156. Integration in DCS system, requirements for DCS
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7 Expeted muon performane with NSW [SV℄Disussion of overall performane. L1 trigger, muon reonstrution, eÆieny, fake, sensitivityto a few layout parameters (number of layers, ...),8 Integration, assembly and ommmissioning [JD℄9 Cost, resoures and shedule [LP, TK℄10 Conlusions
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AppendiesA Radiation bakgroundDisussion of expeted avern bakground and its unertainty based on simulations and mea-surements with muon detetors, and �nally give a referene �gures and safety fator.� Overview of avern bakground. It's nature, origin, shielding strategy� Simulation result. R distribution in the small wheel region. 14 TeV, Al beam pipe, 14TeV steel beam pipe, 7 TeV steel beam pipe.� Measuremenents with pp ollision. MDT, CSC� Summary �gure. Referene �gures.A.1 simulation
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